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Abstract 
We theoretically study spatial dependence of odd-frequency Cooper pairs under a magnetic field. We consider a two dimensional 
nano-sized superconductor and solve the Eliashberg equation, which is a strong coupling theory, using the finite element method.
When a magnetic field is applied an even-frequency spin-singlet s-wave nano-sized superconductor, an odd-frequency spin-triplet 
component uniformly appears in this system. We confirm that the value of odd-frequency order parameter is antisymmetric about the 
frequency.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the ISS 2014 Program Committee. 
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1. Introduction
In conventional superconductors, superconductivity occurs by the formation of pairs of electrons, called Cooper pairs,
via phonon-mediated attractive interaction. This phonon-mediated interaction is a retarded interaction and affects on 
frequency dependence of Cooper pairs. Therefore, anomalous Green’s functions characterizing superconducting states 
depend on frequency as well as on spatial coordinates and spins. In accordance with Fermi-Dirac statistics, the 
symmetry of anomalous Green’s functions must have a sign change with the exchange of two electrons. Therefore, the 
symmetry of anomalous Green’s functions is classified into four groups, i.e., (i) even-frequency spin-singlet even-parity 
(ESE), (ii) even-frequency spin-triplet odd-parity (ETO), (iii) odd-frequency spin-triplet even-parity (OTE), and (iv) 
odd-frequency spin-singlet odd-parity (OSO). Originally, an odd-frequency spin-triplet pair was suggested by 
Berezinskii [1]. Then, this idea was extended to a spin-singlet pair by Balatsky and Abrahams [2]. Since then, the study 
of the odd-frequency superconductivity has been discussed for many superconductors [3,4,5]. Matsumoto et al’s [6] 
showed that since the time-reversal symmetry is broken under a magnetic field, odd-frequency pairs appear in even-
frequency bulk superconductors. This situation corresponds to superconductors in a uniformly penetrated magnetic field. 
Here, we propose a spin-singlet s-wave nano-sized superconductor as a candidate for this situation. In this paper, we
solve the Eliashberg equation to treat the odd-frequency pairs incorporating the effects of interaction between electron 
and phonon using the finite element method in real space. 
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2. Model and Method 
We consider two dimensional nano-sized superconductors. The Hamiltonian of this system is given as, 
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where † ( )cc D Dk k  is a creation (an annihilation) operator for an electron with momentum k and spin Ƚǡ Ǥ 
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  2 2 2k m PH  k     ɊǤ † ( )bbq q is a creation (an annihilation) 
operator for an phonon with momentum q. g is a coupling constant for the electron-phonon interaction. The forth term is 
the Zeeman term with a magnetic field Hz perpendicular to superconductors. 
We introduce the Nambu space † †( , , , )\ \ \ \ 7n p n p \  to treat mixture of spin singlet and spin triplet. We represent 
Green’s functions with a matrix using field operator. Green’s functions for electrons are given as [7],  
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where <ήήή> means thermal average and ɒ is an imaginary time. The superconducting order parameter, which has even 
and odd frequency components, is given as, 
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where the first term is the even-frequency spin singlet component and the second term is the odd-frequency spin triplet 
component. Here ( 1, 2,3)i iW   and ( , , )j j x y zV   are Pauli matrices for the particle-hole and spin spaces, 
respectively. In addition, the self-energy is given as, 
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where ɘE is the frequency for the Einstein phonon. We expand G and ȭ using area coordinates eiN  to solve the Gor’kov 
equation by the finite element method (FEM). The Gor’kov equation is given as, 
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where ( )i ni
Z Z6  and ( )hi niZ6  are the self-energies renormalizing the Matsubara frequency and the Zeeman field, 
respectively. Here coefficients eijI  and 
e
ijK
DE are defined as, 
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We solve the Eqs. (6) and (7) simultaneously. 
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3. Results 
We consider a two dimensional system of which size is 5Ɍ0ൈ5Ɍ0, where Ɍ0 is the coherence length at T = 0. We set 
kFɌ0 = 3.0, g/԰ɘE = 1.0 and T/Tc = 0.1. We show the distribution of order parameter of the even-frequency and the odd-
frequency components at zero field in Fig.1. The order parameter is normalized by the energy of the Einstein phonon. In 
Fig.1 (a), the Matsubara frequency is ɘn = ɎT (n = 0). The even-frequency component of the order parameter oscillates 
because the value of kFɌ0 corresponds to quantum limit. In Fig.1 (b), the odd-frequency component of the order 
parameter is zero due to no magnetic field. Next, we apply the Zeeman magnetic field h = ɊBHz/԰ɘE = 0.01. Spin-
singlet and spin-triplet pairs are mixed by the coupling between the Zeeman magnetic field and spins. Therefore, the 
odd-frequency spin-triplet superconductivity is induced by the even-frequency spin-singlet superconductivity. In Fig.2 
(a), we show even-frequency component of the order parameter for the Matsubara frequency ɘn = ɎT (n = 0). The even-
frequency component decreases and amplitude of oscillation becomes small. In Figs.2 (b) and (c), odd-frequency 
components for ɘn = ɎT (n = 0) and ɘn = െɎT (n = െ1) are shown. They show also oscillations and their structures of 
odd-frequency component have an exact antisymmetry about the value of the Matsubara frequencies. The amplitude of 
the odd-frequency component of order parameter increases from center to the edge. Also, ratio of the value of the odd-
frequency component and the even-frequency component is about the magnitude of 10-4. This ratio depends on the 
external field. Fig.3 represents the frequency dependence of odd-frequency order parameter at center position in this 
system. It is also seen that the value of order parameter is the odd function of frequency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. (a) Spatial structure of even-frequency component at T/Tc = 0.1 in magnetic field h = 0, for L = 5Ɍ0, kFɌ0 = 3.0, 
g/԰ɘE = 1.0 and ɘn = ɎT (n = 0). Here Ɍ0 is the coherence length.; (b) odd-frequency component in magnetic field h = 0. 
 
 
Fig.2. (a) Spatial structure of even-frequency component at T/Tc = 0.1 in magnetic field h = 0.01, for the Matsubara 
frequency ɘn = ɎT (n = 0).; (b) Spatial structure of odd-frequency component at T/Tc = 0.1 in magnetic field h = 0.01, 
for ɘn = ɎT (n = 0).; (c) Spatial structure of odd-frequency component at T/Tc = 0.1 in magnetic field h = 0.01, for ɘn = 
െɎT (n = െ1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. The frequency dependence of odd-frequency order parameter at center position in this system. Vertical axis is 
the value of the order parameter odd-frequency superconductivity. Horizontal axis is integer number n = (ɘnെɎሻോʹɎǤ 
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4. Summary 
We obtained the order parameter of even-frequency and odd-frequency components in nano-sized superconductors 
under a magnetic field. We solved the Eliashberg equation using the finite element method in real space. When the 
Zeeman magnetic field is applied, the odd-frequency spin-triplet superconductivity is induced in the even-frequency 
spin-singlet superconductivity. In this study, we only consider the Zeeman term, but it is important to consider the 
magnetic vector potential to incorporate the coupling between the orbital motion of electrons and the magnetic field and 
examine effects of the Meissner current on the spatial structure of odd-frequency superconductivity.  
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